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 It all started in the little town of stony creek where everything was quiet and peaceful 

everyone got along but that would all change. Stony creek had a history of people going missing 

or having a hunting incident from which they did not return. There were never any reports of 

deaths in the town. But there were rumors of suck people not being heard from again. There was 

always one family that had lived there ever sense they made a home stead there.  

 

 The town of Stony creek was located in what  many consider the last frontier little power 

and no internet just power and phones these were the thing that people used in the less modern 

age but are still a modern appliance used everyday life. The town had no mayor and has nothing 

but three families that been their ever since they came there. Little did the public know that there 

had been a secret war happening. The war was going on for so long they had forget why it had 

even started. One day one family decided to kidnap the youngest member at each family. One 

from the matt family and one from the Kilpatrick family. 

 

 

 The family that has done the kidnaping is the family of the Olivero’s an Italian family 

and the senores are the oldest out of the three families. And they are like the old mofia the whole 

you dare lie to me i kill you type. As these two kids named Logan and Chris were knocked out 

and dragged away to a secret location to be “questioned” they know that they would not returned 

in one peace they would probity never seen again. As the Kilpatrick’s family soon relized that 

Logan was no longer with them it soon clicked into their heads that the Matt’s had taken Logan 

but it was not them. At the same time the Matt’s had soon realized that Chris was missing that 

they would soon accuse the Kilpatrick of doing it.  

 

 

 They decided to meat in neutral ground where no fights would take place. They would 

send one member of each family. The Kilpatrick’s would send Chase and the Matt’s would send 

James. They met at the town square. Chase began with “where is Logan!!!!!” too soon that James 

would reply “where is Chris!!!!” to little extent they would go on and on for three hours going 

back and forth accusing the other that they had taken the family member. Meanwhile the Oliver’s 

were busy preparing the two kids waiting for them to wake up.  

 

 As the two boys began to wake they would soon find themselves upside down with their 

feet being hung up by chains and blood rushing to their heads. Logan started with “where are 

we?” as Chris was about to speak the door at the end of the room opened a man walked in with 

many sharp knives and other interments that look as if to be hooks used in fishing tuna. He just 



stood there getting his tools ready. As Chris began with “who are you” to which the man had no 

reply. He asked again but even louder than the last time still no reply. Then Logan tried still with 

no success; just then the door opened and then they know that there were not going home 

anytime soon. A man walked in they know who it was rate away they knew that there was not 

going to be any return. The man who had just walked in was only known by one name Tyson this 

man was a man who you did not want to meet on a daily basis because you would not be there 

the next day. 

 

  

 While this was all going on the two families were still going at each other saying that 

they had taken there kid but this was not true. The two families now clued in the neither family 

had the kid and in fact the Olivero’s had both their kids. They now knew that the only way to get 

them back was to work together but this would never work; would it? They said “let’s give it a 

try and get our kids back.”  

 

 As they started to devise a plan the two kids were still hanging upside down. As Tyson 

started to grab his knives and bring them toward the two kids he started asking questions about 

what the Matt’s and the Kilpatrick’s plans were to get rid of each other. Of course they knew 

nothing about any plans they were the youngest they were never invited to any meetings they 

were the farm workers they tended to the fields and crops. As Tyson grabbed his knife the sound 

of gun fire went off outside. 

 

 

 The Matts and the Kilpatrick’s were outside putting bullet holes into the house of the 

Olivero’s; then what sounded like a grenade went off and they could hear the sound of breaking 

glass and wood everywhere. Just then the door opened and they saw Chase and James come 

barging in Tyson would leap at them with his sharp knife attempting to kill them but with little 

success. They had put bullet holes in him before he got the chance to do a thing. As chase said 

“let’s get you boys home” they cut their chains and got them safely out of Olivero’s territory. 

From that day forward the war between the three families were no more. But everyone was still 

wondering what started the feud? That can only be discovered by you the reader; this is the story 

of a generation but each generation but each generation is to decide its own start and how they go 

to change the world for them. Now you tell me how this all started? And as to why everyone 

seems to forget why they keep fitting this endless war. This is where I end and you begin; so 

create a story that you will enjoy and don’t be defined about but how it effect you. 


